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MAGNETIC BOX LEVELS - DIGITAL

 -  Memory store and recall 
 - Rainproof and dust resistant
 - Tilted LCD screen with LED backlight
 -  Battery operated: 9V

Material Number Length
322050 600mm

322051 1200mm

MAGNETIC TORPEDO LEVEL – 250MM
322010

 - Handy portable lightweight level ideal for all big and small 
measuring jobs 

 -  Features two solid shockproof horizontal and vertical acrylic vials
 - �Precision�milled�flat�surface�with�dual�magnets
 - Accuracy: < 0.5mm/m (0.0005 in/in.)

MAGNETIC BOX LEVELS

Material Number Description
322060 600mm

322090 900mm

322120 1200mm

322180 1800mm

322240 2400mm

 -  Reinforced 
aluminium frame

 -  Enlarged easy read 
horizontal vial 
(33% bigger)

 - Unique side-view vial 
provides accurate 
plumb reading

IMEX DIGITAL LEVELS 
EL20/EL60/EL120 

Features
 - 0.5mm/m accuracy
 - 200mm, 600mm and 1200mm
 - 180° Readout-readable when level is inverted
 - Measure in ° or % or m/mm

IMEX ANGLE GAUGES
002-498035 350mm/002-495050 517mm

Heavy�duty�German�precision�angle�finders�
for setting out roof oitches, balastrades and 
staircase angles, glazing angles etc.
 - Measure 0 – 185 degrees
 - Large LCD display
 - Measure to 0.5 degree
 - Horizontal and vertical vials

aLine ML360 SERIES
ML360-15/ ML-360G

The ML-360 series laser 
level incorporates all the 
features any trades-person 
could possible require 
in their measurement 
equipment. No matter what 
you’re working on, whether 
you’re carrying out a survey 
or working as a carpenter, 
tiler or electrician, you’ll 
want the best laser level for 
the job. 

IMEX LX3DG
012-LX3DG 
The ultimate in multi-line laser 
levelling, the Imex LX3DG has 
full 360° uninterrupted lines and 
a�unique�preciseALIGN™�fine�
adjustment which pivots from the 
datum point for the optimum levelling 
experience. Powered with a lithium 
platform, the kit includes a spare 
battery�for�maximum�efficiency. 

5.2Ah Lithium
Battery Platform.

PreciseAlign™ Up to 
10° Fine Adjustment 
forprecise 90° set out 

on LX3DG.

360(degree) Layout
Horizontal and vertical

360-degree layout.

IMEX LX22G
012-LX22G

The LX22G is the latest in 
laser  edge technology in 
a compact  package with 
high accuracy and robust 
construction for all  
internal trades. 

Quick Release
Heavy duty 

magnetic bracket.

5.2Ah Lithium
Battery Platform.

Job Site Tough 
Rugged housing designed 

for construction sites.

IMEX LX25GP
012-LX25GP

The LX25GP is the industry class 
leader line and dot laser for ultimate 
reference dot set-out with dots that 
bisect the lines. Combines with 
a robust quick release magnetic 
bracket�for�efficient�and�accurate�
levelling in all interior situations. 

Job Site Tough 
Rugged housing designed 

for construction sites.

Quick Release
Heavy duty 

magnetic bracket.

5.2Ah Lithium
Battery Platform.
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IMEX I66R 
012-I66R 

Features
 - 5-year Imex warranty
 - Accuracy ±2mm @ 30m
 - Long-range operation (400m)
 - Dust/Water Rating IP66
 - LRX6 digital laser receiver
 - Automatic self-levelling ± 5°
 - Horizontal only rotating laser
 - 2x 9Ah lithium-ion battery

IMEX I77R 
012-I77R

Features
 - 5-year Imex warranty
 - Accuracy ±1.5mm @ 30m
 - Long-range operation (600m)
 - Dust/Water Rating IP66
 - LRX10 digital laser receiver
 - Automatic self-levelling ± 5°
 - Simple, intuitive manual slope  

 capability ± 5°
 - 2x 9Ah lithium-ion battery

IMEX I88G
012-I88G (Green Beam)

Features
 - 5-year Imex warranty
 - Accuracy ±1.5mm @ 30m
 - Long-range operation (600m)
 - Dust/Water Rating IP66
 - LRX10 digital laser receiver
 - Horizontal/Vertical self-levelling ± 5°
 - Simple, intuitive dual manual slope    

 capability ± 5°
 - 2x 9Ah lithium-ion battery

aLine CL-5 SERIES
CL-5DR/CL-5DG

Accurate, self-levelling cross-line and 
five�dot�laser�with�a�red/green�beam.

The aLine CL-5DR/G is equipped with 
two 180° horizontal/vertical lines, plus 
5�perpendicular�dots�over�the�interior�fit�
-out area.

aLine AL-3D SERIES
AL-3DR/AL-3DG

Accurate, self leveling 3D 
multi-line laser which generates 
extremely bright red/green lines.

Designed�specifically�for�interior�
fit-out�tasks,�the�AL-3DR/G�is�
equiped with 3x 360° lines around 
your whole job.

LASERS

Product Code Description
L43PL-301C REDLITHIUM™ USB Rechargeable 3 Point 

Laser Kit (1 x 3.0Ah)

L4CLL-301C REDLITHIUM™ USB Rechargeable Cross  
Line Laser Kit (1 x 3.0Ah)

L4CPL-301C REDLITHIUM™ USB Rechargeable Cross  
+ 2 Plumb Laser Kit (1 x 3.0Ah)

M12CPL-0C M12™ Cross Line + 2 Plumb Laser (Tool Only)

M123PLA-0C M12™ 3 Plane Laser (Tool Only)

48351111 Laser Target

48351211 50 m 165 ft Laser Detector 

48351311 360° Laser Bracket with Quick Connect 

48351411 1.8m 72 IN Laser Tripod

48351313 Laser Track Clip with Quick Connect

IMEX I88R 
012-I88R

Features
 - 5-year Imex warranty
 - Accuracy ±1.5mm @ 30m
 - Long-range operation (600m)
 - Dust/Water Rating IP66
 - LRX10 digital laser receiver
 - Horizontal/Vertical self-levelling ± 5°
 - Simple, intuitive dual manual slope  

 capability ± 5°
 - 2x 9Ah lithium-ion battery
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TOPCON RL-H5A
1021200-45 

Features
 - 5-year Topcon warranty
 - Accuracy ±1.5mm @ 30m
 - Long-range operation (800m)
 -  Simple, intuitive manual slope 
capability ± 5°

 - Dust/Water Rating IP66
 -  LS-80X long-distance laser 
receiver

 -  Automatic height of instrument 
alert (elevation alert)

aLine AL-HV SERIES
AL-HVR/AL-HVG

The AL-HVR/G is a heavy duty 
horizontal and vertical  
self-levelling laser.

This laser is ideal for both  
general and interior  
construction applications.

TOPCON RL-H5B
1021200-71

Features
 - 5-year Topcon warranty
 - Accuracy ±3mm @ 30m
 - Long-range operation (400m)
 - Construction tough built IP66  

 water-resistant housing
 - LS-80X long-distance laser receiver
 - Automatic self-levelling ± 5°
 - Horizontal only rotating laser

TOPCON SV2S
313990772 

Features
 - 5-year Topcon warranty
 - Dual dial-in grade ±15%
 - Long-range operation (800m)
 - Vertical alignment function
 - Electronic beam masking (to avoid   

 interference with other lasers on site)
 - LS-100D Premium Receiver (mm)
 -  Construction tough built IP66  
water-resistant housing

IMEX E60K
012-E60K 

The Imex E60K is an economical rotary laser 
designed for the handyman, farmer or tradie 
who doesn’t use a  laser all the time. A 400m 
diameter range, all in one convenient hard 
plastic carry case. 

Includes
 - 2 metre staff
 - Aluminium tripod
 - LR1 Detector

- Level large areas precisely. 
- Measure at a very high degree 
 of accuracy and are therefore 
 best suited, in interaction 
 with a receiver, to use at great 
 distances.
- They offer great functionality 
� and�are�flexible�in�their�use 
 both indoors and outdoors.

Part 
No.

Range 
(m) Accuracy Type Shock  

Protection Beam Laser

19270 800 +-0.1mm/m Horizontal 1.8m fall Red LAR300

19019 800 +-0.1mm/m Dual Grade 
& Vertical

1.8m fall Red LAR350

19111
800

+-0.1mm/m Dual Grade 
& Vertical

1.8m fall Red LAR350 + 
TRIPOD 
 + STAFF

19157 600 +-0.1mm/m Vertical Red LAR160

19240 600 +-0.1mm/m Vertical Green LAR160 G

ROTATION LASER-AUTOMATIC
LAR350, LAR300, LAR160 and LAR16G.
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TOPCON DT-10 THEODOLITE
DT-10 

The  Astor DT-10 is ideal for building set 
out and general construction. With its dual 
face LCD display. The DT-10 a very popular 
choice for building contractors.

Features
 - 30�x�Magnification
 - Accuracy ±10 arc seconds
 - Alkaline and Rechargeable battery packs  

 (supplied)

IMEX ILAR
012-ILAR28/ 012-ILAR32

Combining an all metal, fully sealed 
housing for all weather protection and 
high�magnification.�
 
Imex LAR28 and LAR32 are the most 
robust auto-levels available. A magnetic 
damping compensator ensures better 
stability and realiability in all conditions.

TOPCON AT-B AUTO LEVEL SERIES

Features
 - 5-year Topcon warranty
 - Rapid, accurate and stable automatic compensation
 - Ultra-short 20 cm focussing
 -  All-weather dependable 
 - Clampless,�endless�fine�horizontal�adjustments

AT-B4A
1012379-53

AT-B3A
1012379-03 

AT-B2
2110220B0

TOPCON TP-L6 SERIES

Topcon’s TP-L6 Series Pipe 
Lasers offer a combination 
of features and technology 
that are proven to meet the 
demands of contractors more 
than any other alignment 
lasers on the market.

With a new compact design 
the Topcon TP-L6 can be 
used in even the tightest of 
pits. Available in economical 
red beam or high visibility 
green beam, the new Topcon 
pipe lasers come with better 
than ever battery life to keep 
you working.

TP-L6WB
1034437-10
Red Beam

TP-L6WBG
1034437-11
Green Beam

IMEX IPL3T
012-IPL3TR/012-IPL3TG

The all new Imex IPL3 series pipe drainage lasers have 
new wireless remote setting, auto track on-grade and the 
capability�of�fitting�a�100mm�PVC�pipe.�With�interchangeable�����������������
feet for a variety of pipe sizes, a huge -20% to +40% grade 
and fully submersible IP68 rating the new Imex pipe lasers 
are set up for the most demanding tasks.
 

IPL3TR
012-IPL3TR
Red Beam

IPL3TG
012-IPL3TG
Green Beam

iDig

A simple, accurate and affordable machine control solution for small and 
mini excavators.

 - Patented simple setup and exchange between machines
 - Take control of your work – no need for a grade checker or  surveyor
 - Eliminate rework and save time.
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LD100 RECEIVER 
012-LD100

Features
 - Detects all red and green beam line lasers
 - 80mm laser detection window
 - Working radius up to 50m from unit
 - Heavy duty bracket for staff
 - High or low accuracy settings
 - Loud or soft buzzer

IMEX MR240 MACHINE CONTROL 
RECEIVER
012-MR240

Features
 - 3-year Imex warranty
 - 240° reception range
 - Dual use on machinery or on  

 a staff with standard rotating laser
 - Fine 5mm or course 12.5mm  

 options
 - 135mm pick-up board
 - Ultra strong magnets

IMEX MR360 MACHINE CONTROL 
RECEIVER
012-MR360C/ 012-MR360M

Features
 - 3-year Imex warranty
 - 360° reception range
 - In-cab display with 8m of cable
 - Large 250mm pick-up
 - Quick install for Machines &   

 excavators of all sizes
 - Comes with clamp or magnet  

 mounts

IMEX TRIPOD
012-EV18 

Features
 - Used for line lasers indoors
 - Elevates to 1.8m
 - Fine adjustment
 - Swivel head for angle setting

TOPCON TRIPOD AND STAFF
Build_Combo2 

Build combo is the perfect pairing for 
any laser work inside or outside. Kit 
includes aluminium Standard duty 
(dome top) tripod & 5m ‘E’ Face staff

TOPCON LS-B10 MACHINE 
RECEIVER 312660101
LS -B10W - 312660111(bluetooth version)

Features
 - 270º laser detection angle
 - Up to 700m Detection Range
 - Large LED indicators
 - Display screen
 - Compatible with Topcon control   

 systems
 - Magnetic Feet
 - Topcon wireless communication  

 (LS-B10W)

TOPCON LS-100D HAND RECEIVER
1026030-01

Features
 -  4 accuracy resolutions from 
±0.5mm to ±10mm

 -  90mm reception height for extra-
wide beam capture sensor

 -  Built-in magnets for vertical & 
horizontal steel erection

 -  Hold button for locking display to 
read elevation results

 - 45 hour battery life

IMEX ELEVATING TRIPOD 
012-SJP50 

Features
 - Heavy duty aluminium
 - Fine adjustment
 - Elevates to 2.6m
 - Standard�tripod�thread�to�fit� 

 most lasers
 - Quick release legs

IMEX TRIPOD AND STAFF
012-TSCOM 

 - Standard aluminium tripod with  
 twist locks
 - Standard metric 5m staff with  

 canvas bag

IMEX TRIPOD
012-SJW20

Features
 - Fiberglass construction for minimum  

 temperature variation
 - Suits all lasers, theodolites and  

 total stations
 - Twist locks


